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TechnoMath is a new course that started on Monday, February 4th, 2019 at St. Joseph’s Catholic 
High School. It is a course that combines both academic math and technology courses.  
 
This course takes up two periods and each portion (the math and the technology) are in two 
different classrooms. However, the teachers work to combine both of these classes to help students 
get a better understanding of the academic math course by applying it to the technology course. 
 
“The goal of pairing the Math and Technology courses together is to reinforce the theory part of 
Mathematics with some practical hands-on learning in the hopes that students will gain a deeper 
understanding of Mathematics in general. Student involvement in STE(A)M provides students with 
real world marketable skills for students looking to enter the workforce in almost any occupation.” 
says Mr. Carron, the technology teacher for this course. 
 
Some of the tools that these students are using in their math class are Desmos and GeoGebra. They 
are both tools that can help students understand equations, graphing, and other topics. 
 
 

 
GeoGebra Classic, an online website used to help students understand math easier. Photo by: Isabel Haupt. 

 
 
 In the technology class the students are using a program called python to do simple coding which 
they used to calculate their grade average, find the area of a circle, and also used to create their own 
games. 
 



 
A turtle racing game that a student made with python(turtle) programming. Photo by: Isabel Haupt. 

 
When asked to comment on the course, Alexandra MacKay, a student in the course said, “The 
TechnoMath course is providing me with an amazing opportunity, and I am enjoying it so much.” 
 
“It is totally what I expected it to be, it has/is stretching my brain in a different way than all of my 
other classes have. I took this class in the hopes that I could learn more about coding and 3D 
printing because I want to figure out a way to use these skills in medicine in my post graduate 
studies.” 
 
“Tech and Math are very closely related; for example if you do not put your code in properly the 
program will not follow through. In Math, if you make one small error in solving your equation 
then your answer will be wrong.” 
 
When asked what he is planning to teach his TechnoMath class later on in the semester Mr. Carron 
said, “Other initiatives in the course include the use of CAD software to investigate measurement 
and geometry. We have a 3D printer and Vinyl Cutter as well to convert some of our designs into 
tangible products.” 
 
“We also recently purchased a class set of MicroBits to help us tie electronics and circuit building 
skills into the Mathematics curriculum.” 
 
This TechnoMath course is currently available only for grade 9 students who wish to take this as 
their elective along with academic math, although they are looking into a similar course for grade 9 
applied students and grade 10 students as well. 
 


